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of cellulose-functionalized
phillipsite biocomposite as an enhanced carrier of
oxaliplatin drug during the treatment of colorectal
cancer: loading, release, and cytotoxicity

Haifa E. Alfassam,a Menna-Tullah Ashraf,bc Sarah I. Al Othman,a Maha A. Al-Waili,a

Ahmed A. Allamd and Mostafa R. Abukhadra *ce

Natural phillipsite (N.Ph) was hybridized with cellulose fibers to produce a safe biocomposite (CF/N.Ph) as

an enhanced delivery structure of traditional oxaliplatin (OXPN) chemotherapy during the treatment stages

of colorectal cancer cells. The requirements of CF/N.Ph as a carrier for OXPN were followed based on the

loading, release, and cytotoxicity compared to N.Ph. CF/N.Ph composite exhibits a notably higher OXPN

encapsulation capacity (311.03 mg g−1) than the N.Ph phase (79.6 mg g−1). The OXPN encapsulation

processes into CF/N.Ph display the isotherm behavior of the Freundlich model (R2 = 0.99) and the

kinetic assumptions of pseudo-first order kinetic (R2 > 0.95). The steric studies reflect a strong increment

in the quantities of the free sites after the cellulose hybridization steps (Nm = 100.01 mg g−1) compared

to pure N.Ph (Nm = 27.94 mg g−1). Additionally, the capacity of each site was enhanced to be loaded by

4 OXPN molecules (n = 3.11) compared to 3 by N.Ph (n = 2.85) in a vertical orientation. The OXPN

encapsulation energy into CF/N.Ph (<40 kJ mol−1) reflects physical encapsulation reactions involving

electrostatic attraction, van der Waals forces, and hydrogen bonding. The OXPN release profiles of CF/

N.Ph exhibit slow and controlled properties for about 150 h either at pH 5.5 or at pH 7.4. The release

kinetics and diffusion exponent (>0.45) signify non-Fickian transport and a complex erosion/diffusion

release mechanism. The free CF/N.Ph particles display a considerable cytotoxic effect on HCT-116

cancer cells (46.91% cell viability), and its OXPN-loaded product shows a strong cytotoxic effect (3.14%

cell viability).
1 Introduction

Non-contagious diseases, mainly the most widely distributed
species of cancer, are classied as the most lethal to human
beings. 72% of the documented fatalities in the contemporary
world are signicantly related to common non-contagious
diseases.1,2 Among the reported types of cancer, the colorectal
type has been recognized as an extensively distributed malig-
nancy that exhibits strong adverse impacts on the gastrointes-
tinal tract.3,4 About 13% of the documented cancer diseases in
the world are colorectal cancer; therefore, it was classied as
one of the dominant causes of death and an uncontrolled
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increase in the mortality rate recently.5,6 Therefore, the devel-
opment of effective therapies that can inhibit the tumor cells of
colorectal cancer at a low cost and signicant rate without
strong side effects became the main focus points of the health
authorities as well as the interested scientic communities.7,8

Therefore, different species and forms of chemotherapies
have been evaluated as effective anticancer agents with prom-
ising inhibition impacts on the activity and progressive spread
of the target tumor cells.9,10 The most commonly used anti-
cancer therapies depend on their capacities to form signicant
oxidative stresses that can inhibit replication of the DNA of the
tumor cells and, nally, their death.7,11 Unfortunately, the
controlled release and the several dosages of most of the used
chemotherapies are associated with remarkable toxic and
adverse health impacts on the fresh cells, such as bone marrow
suppression, damage to the kidney, and nausea.4,12 Therefore,
several studies have been developed and introduced to enhance
the biocompatibility, selectivity, safety, and therapeutic inu-
ences of commercially used chemotherapies.4 This enhance-
ment has been suggested to be performed either by the
production of innovative new types of anticancer therapies or by
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341 | 16327
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inducing the activity and biosafety of commercially used tradi-
tional types.3

Oxaliplatin (OXPN) drug is one of the commercially used
chemotherapies permitted by the FAD organization to be
applied as a highly effective anticancer drug, especially during
the metastatic phases of tumor cells.3,11,12 Chemically, the
structure of OXPN produces numerous quantities of platinum
base reactive complexes that characterize signicant inhibition
properties against the DNA of tumor cells.3,11 However, the poor
solubility of OXPN as a chemical compound in the bloodstream
and the strong pernicious properties of its metabolite qualities
on fresh organs and tissues set strong restrictions on their
applications and dosages.5,7,13 Moreover, nausea, GI tract
abnormalities, digestive difficulties, neurotoxicity, cardiotox-
icity, and myelotoxicity have been documented as common
health drawbacks during the treatment periods using
OXPN.5,9,11 Several potential techniques have been suggested to
enhance the therapeutic, solubility, safety, and selectivity
properties of OXPN chemotherapies in addition to their curative
value and release rate within human organs.7,13 The trapping or
supporting of the OXPN molecules into advanced carriers or
structures as advanced delivery systems was introduced as an
enhancement technique that can be recommended to regulate
the delivered dosages of the drug according to certain intervals
and controlled rates to avoid common side effects and expand
the interaction duration.10,13

Several species of organic, inorganic, and hybrid organic/
inorganic materials were investigated as potential carriers and
delivery systems of OXPN, which strongly enhanced its reten-
tion and permeation properties.10,14,15 The studied structures as
carriers involved kaolinite, bentonite/cellulose composite, algi-
nate, mesoporous silica, lipid nanoparticles, synthetic poly-
mers, and liposomes.6,7,10,12,13,16 Different species of natural
zeolite and their based composites and modied products have
attracted the attention of scientic communities as pharma-
ceutical materials and promising biocompatible delivery
systems.17,18 The commonly tested natural zeolite forms display
remarkably signicant textural and physicochemical properties
(such as surface area, porosity, surface reactivity, thermal
stability, ion exchange capacity, chemical stability, and
adsorption capacity), in addition to their bioavailability,
biocompatibility, and safe properties.5,19,20 However, most of the
presented studies on the medical and environmental applica-
tions of natural zeolite focused on the clinoptilolite phase, and
few and non-satisfy studies have been developed on other
phases, such as natural phillipsite.21,22 Natural phillipsite (N.Ph)
is an essential natural zeolite mineral that is characterized by
signicant natural reserves and comprises hydrated aluminum-
silicate units with tetrahedral geometry.23 However, phillipsite,
as a zeolitic material, exhibits signicant safety and biocom-
patibility; its hydrophilic surface strongly decreases its encap-
sulation capacities as carriers of drug organic molecules that
are of a high ionic radius.22 The organic surface modication
and polymeric functionalization of phillipsite can induce its
oragophilicity signicantly in addition to the expected impact
on its pore size distribution, which might enhance its loading
and release performance as potential carriers of commonly
16328 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341
used drugs, such as OXPN.24,25 Moreover, hybridization using
biopolymers, such as cellulose, chitosan, and b-cyclodextrin,
can strongly induce the biocompatibility, biodegradability, and
therapeutic effects of the obtained structure.12,18,26,27

Therefore, this study aims to develop hybridized and func-
tionalized phillipsite particles with cellulose bers as a hybrid
structure (CF/N.Ph) of enhanced physicochemical, biocompat-
ible, and anticancer properties during its assessment as a low-
cost and effective delivery system of oxaliplatin drug (OXPN).
The cellulose bers were selected as functionalized poly-
saccharide biopolymers owing to their availability as a natural-
based product characterized by signicant surface reactivity,
non-toxicity, thermal stability, biodegradability, chemical
stability, and biocompatibility.24,28,29 The properties of natural
phillipsite (N.Ph) and its cellulose functionalized product (CF/
N.Ph) and potential delivery structures of OXPN molecules
were investigated in detail for the rst time based on encap-
sulation behaviors, release proles, and cytotoxic impacts on
colorectal cancer cells (HCT-116). Moreover, the affecting
mechanisms during the encapsulation and release processes
were illustrated based on kinetic and equilibrium studies.
2 Experimental work
2.1. Materials

Natural zeolite (phillipsite (N.Ph)) was obtained as raw samples
from the mines of natural zeolite in the Mukeihlat area, Syria.
The cellulose bers, which were used during the functionali-
zation reactions, are microcrystalline cellulose of analytical
grade (Sigma-Aldrich; Egypt) in addition to dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) (CAS: 67-68-5; >99.5%; Sigma-Aldrich) as dissolving
reagent. A commercial oxaliplatin drug with [SP-4-2-(1R-trans)]-
(1,2-cyclohexanediamine-N,N′) [ethanedioata(2-)-O,O′] platinum
chemical structure and 397.29 MW was used to study the
loading, release, and cytotoxic properties of the structures as
delivery systems and was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
Company, Egypt.
2.2. Synthesis of cellulose-functionalized phillipsite (CF/
N.Ph)

The functionalization of the phillipsite with the cellulose bers
was performed based on the reported method by Altoom et al.12

2 g of phillipsite particles were homogenized within distilled
water (50 mL) for 120 min using a complex mixing system that
involves a magnetic stirrer (500 rpm) supplied with a sonication
source (240 W). As a parallel process, 1 g of the cellulose bers
was dispersed within 50 mL of DMSO for 24 h by stirring at
500 rpm, and homogenization was induced aer that by the
sonication step for 120 min. The obtained cellulose suspension
was added to the phillipsite suspension under continuous
homogenization processes for 24 h using both a magnetic
stirrer (500 rpm) and sonication irradiation (240 W). Then, the
obtained CF/N.Ph composite particles were extracted from the
residual solution by a centrifugation process at 3500 rpm for
15 min, washed several times to neutralize the surface of the
composite, and dried for 24 h at 60 °C.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.3. Analytical techniques

The crystalline phases and the structural properties during the
synthesis procedures were determined according to the X-ray
diffraction patterns obtained by a PANalytical-Empyrean X-ray
diffractometer within the determination range of 0–70°. The
essential chemical and integrated groups during the function-
alization steps were identied based on the FT-IR spectra of the
prepared structures using a Fourier Transform Infrared spec-
trometer (FTIR-8400S; Shimadzu) within an estimation range of
400–4000 cm−1. The surcial morphologies and their changes
in the modication procedures were inspected based on SEM
images of the synthetic materials using a Scanning Electron
Microscope (Gemini, Zeiss-Ultra 55). Texturally, the surface area
and porosity properties were evaluated based on the obtained
N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm curves of the raw and
prepared materials by applying a surface area analyzer (Beck-
man Coulter SA3100).

2.4. OXP encapsulation studies

The encapsulating studies of OXPN into both N.Ph and CF/N.Ph
were evaluated based on the fundamentally investigated factors
to control the OXPN encapsulated dosage in addition to the
maximum encapsulation capacities. The assessed factors are
the pH (2–9), encapsulation duration (1 h to 24 h), OXPN
concentration (100–800 mg L−1), and temperature (20–50 °C).
The N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles were homogenized effectively
within the prepared OXPN solutions (50 mL) using a vortex
rotator. Aer the equilibration period of each encapsulation
test, the N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles were removed from the
solutions by ltration utilizing Whatman lter paper, and the
remaining OXPN concentrations in the solutions were
measured by applying a UV-Vis spectrophotometer at a xed
determination wavelength (l(max) = 209 nm). The determined
remaining OXPN concentrations were applied to calculate the
encapsulation capacities of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles in mg
g−1 according to eqn (1). The performed OXPN encapsulation
tests into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles were accomplished in
triplicated forms, and the estimated average values were pre-
sented in the studies with standard deviations < 3.7%.
Capacity
�
mg g�1

� ¼ ðInitial concentration� residual concentrationÞ � solvent volume

Carrier weight
2.5. Release studies

The OXPN release proles of the N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles
were evaluated within two types of chemical buffers (phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4) and acetate buffer (pH 5.5)) considering the
experimental temperature of 37.5 °C. The OXPN
encapsulated N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles (100 mg g−1) were
carefully dispersed separately within 500 mL of the prepared
chemical release buffers. The homogenization processes
between the OXPN-loaded N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles and the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
two buffers were accomplished by employing a DISTEK disso-
lution apparatus for 120 h at 200 rpm as the rotation speed of
the vessels. Samples of the two buffers (5 mL) were extracted
regularly from the bulk release solutions at specic time inter-
vals to follow the percentages of the diffused OXPN molecules
from the N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles using a UV-Vis spectro-
photometer at a xed determination wavelength (l(max) = 209
nm). The regularly obtained samples during the release tests of
OXPN from the N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles were readded
immediately aer the measurements to the bulk release buffers
to maintain the volume at the same values throughout the
investigated total investigated release period. The performed
OXPN release tests into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles were
accomplished in triplicated forms, and the estimated average
values were presented in the studies considering eqn (2) to
determine the release percentages with standard deviations
<4.2%:

OXPN releaseð%Þ ¼ The amount of released OXPN

Amount of oaded OXPN
� 100

(2)

2.6. In vitro cytotoxicity

2.6.1. Cell lines. The anti-cancer and cytotoxicity properties
of free N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles and their OXPN loading
samples were evaluated against fresh colorectal and colorectal
cancer cells. The tests were conducted at the Regional Center for
Microbiology and Biotechnology, Al-Azhar University, Egypt.
The incorporated chemicals and reagents during the tests were
Gentamycin, colorectal malignant cell lines (HCT-116) (Amer-
ican Type Culture Collection), 0.25% trypsin–EDTA, dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), RPMI-1640, DMEM, fetal bovine serum,
HEPES buffer, and 3 (4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2.5 diphenylte-
trazolium bromide (MTT 99%).

2.6.2. In vitro cytotoxicity. The cancer cell lines (HCT-116)
were rst immersed carefully in RPMI-1640 as the incorpo-
rated culturing medium under specic conditions of tempera-
ture (37 °C) and an inert atmosphere (5% CO2). Aerward, the
incorporated culturingmediumwas signicantly supplemented
with gentamycin (50 mg mL−1) in addition to fetal calf serum
(10%). The previously reported procedures were repeated care-
fully three times per week; then, the HCT-116 cell lines (5 × 104

cell per well) were immersed for 24 h within specic Corn-
ing®96-well plates. Aer that, the free N.Ph and CF/N.Ph
particles and their OXPN loading samples were homogenized
with the cell lines in a series of separated tests and incubated
for 24 h. During this period, the generated viable cells were
measured based on the criteria of the MTT cell proliferation
assay. By the end of the incubation process (aer 24 h), the
previously incorporated culturing medium was removed and
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341 | 16329
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replaced immediately with a mixture of 100 mL of fresh RPMI
medium and 10 mL of MTT (12 mM). This mixture was incu-
bated for 5 h, and the generated purple formazan during this
incubation was dissolved by DMSO (50 mL). The optical density
of the treated HCT-116 cell lines either by the free N.Ph and CF/
N.Ph particles or their OXPN loading samples was measured
using a microplate at 590 nm as the measuring wavelength. The
measured values were applied directly to calculate the cell
viability percentage as follows:

Cell viabilityð%Þ ¼ Mean OD

Control OD
� 100 (3)
3 Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of the carriers

3.1.1. XRD analysis. The XRD patterns were evaluated to
detect the present crystalline phases and the structural impacts
of the integration reactions. The diffraction pattern of the raw
sample displays the characteristic peaks of well crystalline
phillipsite (natural zeolite) at 2 Theta angles of 12.32°, 17.59°,
21.54°, 26.0°, 27.95°, 29.43°, 33.20°, 45.84°, and 60.5°
(Fig. 1A).30 The observed pattern of the integrated cellulose
bers as pure phase reects its crystalline nature with common
peaks of commercial cellulose at 14.6° (1̄I0), 16.62° (110), 22.7°
(200), and 34.6° (004) (JCPDS card no 00-056-1718) (Fig. 1B). The
recognized diffraction pattern of phillipsite aer the function-
alization process with cellulose conrms the signicant inter-
action and integration between them (Fig. 1C). The
characteristic peaks of cellulose (16.65° and 22.5°) were iden-
tied clearly in addition to the essential peaks of phillipsite
(12.39°, 26.09°, 27.95°, 29.47°, and 33.4°) that deviated from
their original sites, and their intensities declined at
Fig. 1 XRD patterns of natural phillipsite (A), cellulose fibers (B), and
synthetic CF/N.Ph composite (C).
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a considerable rate in addition to the marked disappearance of
some peaks (Fig. 1C). The previous observations demonstrated
the successful integration of the cellulose chains either by
graing the cellulose chains within the structural pores of
zeolite or by the formation of chemical complexes between
them.

3.1.2. SEM analysis. The SEM images were used to illus-
trate the morphological features of the synthetic composite and
the nature of the integration procedures (Fig. 2). The phillipsite
as a raw sample appeared in an agglomerated and massive
form, which is disseminated with several grains of high crys-
talline nature and well-developed prismatic shape that charac-
terize the natural morphology of phillipsite (Fig. 2A). Regarding
the synthetic CF/N.Ph composite, the observed particles re-
ected signicant decoration of the cellulose bers with the
phillipsite grains at random orientation (Fig. 2B–D). Moreover,
the interaction between the phillipsite grains and cellulose
gives the composite particle rugged topography in addition to
new morphological features. The new morphological features
were marked by the intersection of the cellulose bers at
random orientations producing ower-like forms (Fig. 2D),
which signicantly affect the surface area of the obtained
structure. This signicantly induced the determined surface
area of the CF/N.Ph composite to be 264.2 m2 g−1 compared to
216 m2 g−1 for raw phillipsite.

3.1.3. FT-IR analysis. The impact of the functionalization
and hybridization of phillipsite with cellulose, in addition to the
encapsulation effect of OXPN, was investigated based on the
dominant chemical groups according to the FT-IR spectra of the
evaluated material (Fig. 3). The essential absorption bands of
the FT-IR spectrum of raw phillipsite clearly signify the func-
tional groups of natural zeolites, such as Si–O–Al (449 cm−1), Si–
O (708 cm−1), Si–O–Si (1023 cm−1), trapped water within the
zeolite channels (1434 cm−1), and Si–OH (3437 cm−1)31 (Fig. 3A).
The spectrum of the cellulose/phillipsite hybridized structure
was addressed compared with the spectrum of the pure phase of
cellulose bers. The spectrum of separated cellulose bers
clearly demonstrates the bands of the structural organic groups,
such as –CH bearing chemical groups (2914 and 1367 cm−1), –
C–O–C bonds within the pyranose rings (1057 cm−1), and the b-
glycosidic linkages (897 cm−1)12,32 (Fig. 3B).

The spectrum of CF/N.Ph composite exhibits clearly complex
properties involving the marked spectrum bands of the organic
structure of cellulose and spectrum bands of the inorganic
aluminosilicate structure of phillipsite (Fig. 3C). The detected
chemical groups of phillipsite are Si–O–Al (448 cm−1), Si–O
(671 cm−1), Si–O–Si (1033.7 cm−1), trapped water within the
zeolite channels (1438.8 cm−1), and Si–OH (3359 cm−1)
(Fig. 3C). The identied chemical groups of cellulose in the
spectrum of CF/N.Ph composite are the –CH bearing chemical
groups (2900 and 1369 cm−1) (Fig. 3C). The previously identied
hybrid organic/inorganic chemical groups in addition to the
considerable uctuation in the positions of their identication
bands validate the effective integration between cellulose and
phillipsite in composite and the considerable chemical inter-
action between their reactive functional groups. The spectrum
of the OXPN encapsulated CF/N.Ph composite exhibits
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 SEM images of (A) natural phillipsite (red arrows refer to the prismatic crystals of phillipsite), (B) and (C) synthetic CF/N.Ph composite (red
arrows refer to the decoration of the cellulose grains with the phillipsite grains), and (D) intersection of the cellulose fibers producing a flower-like
form.

Fig. 3 FT-IR spectra of natural phillipsite (A), cellulose fibers (B),
synthetic CF/N.Ph composite (C), and OXPN encapsulated CF/N.Ph
composite (D).
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observable shiing in the previously described bands of the
present organic/inorganic chemical groups (Fig. 3D). Addition-
ally, there is an appearance of new two bands related to the
symmetric (821 cm−1) and asymmetric (1293.2 cm−1) stretching
of Pt–O within the structure of the OXPN drug, signifying the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
effective trapping and encapsulation of the drug molecules
within the structure of CF/N.Ph composite7,33,34 (Fig. 3D).
3.2. Encapsulation of the OXPN drug

3.2.1. Inuence of encapsulation parameters
3.2.1.1. Effect of pH. The experimental impact of the solu-

tion's pH on the achieved encapsulation capacities by both raw
phillipsite (N.Ph) and the synthetic CF/N.Ph composite was
followed within a tested range from pH 2 to 9 at adjusted values
of the other affecting variables [OXPN concentration:
200 mg L−1; dosage: 20 mg; temperature: 20 °C; duration: 4 h;
and volume: 50 mL]. The experimentally detected encapsulation
of OXPN into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph exhibits remarkable enhance-
ment while performing the tests at high pH conditions (Fig. 4A).
This can be detected from pH 2 (N.Ph (2.3 mg g−1) and CF/N.Ph
(17.4 mg g−1)) to pH 9 (N.Ph (25.8 mg g−1) and CF/N.Ph
(125.4 mg g−1)) (Fig. 4A). Therefore, encapsulation reactions
at the basic pH values were recommended during the loading of
OXPN into both N.Ph and CF/N.Ph. Generally, the solution's pH
signicantly controls the ionization behavior of OXPN, a dis-
solved chemical compound, as well as the dominant surcial
charges of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph. OXPN is characterized by signif-
icant mobility and solubility in acidic conditions, which
declines its effective encapsulation properties.12,15Moreover, the
dissolved OXPN molecules exist in two basic forms
([Pt(dach)(H2O)Cl]

+ and [Pt(dach)(H2O)2]
2+) of positive charges

at acidic pH values. Therefore, they display notable competitive
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341 | 16331



Fig. 4 Effect of the experimental factors on the OXPN encapsulation capacities of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph, including the effect of the solution pH (A),
encapsulation duration (B), and OXPN initial concentration (C).
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and electrostatic repulsion with hydronium ions, which are
distributed extensively on the surfaces of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph.35,36

3.2.1.2. Encapsulation duration. The experimental impact of
the encapsulation duration on the achieved capacities by both
raw phillipsite (N.Ph) and the synthetic CF/N.Ph composite was
followed within a tested range from 1 h to 24 h at adjusted
values of the other affecting variables [OXPN concentration:
200 mg L−1; dosage: 20 mg; temperature: 20 °C; pH: 9; and
volume: 50 mL]. The OXPN encapsulation efficiencies of N.Ph
and CF/N.Ph demonstrate remarkable enhancement in terms of
both the encapsulation rates and OXPN encapsulated quantities
in mg g−1 with regular expansion in the evaluated time interval
(Fig. 4B). This enhancement impact can be signied from 1 h to
6 h in the presence of N.Ph and from 1 h to 8 h in the presence
of CF/N.Ph (Fig. 4B). Aerward, the increment in the test
duration exhibits no considerable impact either on the experi-
mental rate or the OXPN encapsulated quantities, and the
curves reect stability states of nearly xed values (Fig. 4B). Such
properties signify the equilibration states of the emasculation
systems of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph as potential carriers of OXPN
(N.Ph (37 mg g−1) and CF/N.Ph (154.3 mg g−1)). The existence of
active encapsulation sites at their free states and extensive
quantities on N.Ph and CF/N.Ph at the starting intervals of the
encapsulation reactions resulted in the detected high loading
16332 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341
rates and an abrupt increase in the OXPN encapsulated quan-
tities.37 The progressive encapsulation of OXPN into the existing
free sites of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph with an increase in the duration
of the tests causes occupation and consumption of these sites,
which strongly reduces their availability. Therefore, the experi-
mental encapsulation rate of OXPN dropped clearly aer certain
time intervals, and the incorporated N.Ph and CF/N.Ph particles
showed ignored enhancements in the OXPN loading capacities.
The loading equilibration states of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph was
identied aer the complete occupation of all the existing sites
with the encapsulated OXPN molecules.38

3.2.1.3. OXPN concentration. The experimental impact of the
assessed OXPN concentration on the achieved capacities by
both raw phillipsite (N.Ph) and the synthetic CF/N.Ph
composite was followed within a tested range from 100 to
800 mg L−1 at adjusted values of the other affecting variables
[duration: 24 h; dosage: 20 mg; temperature: 20 °C; pH: 9; and
volume: 50 mL]. The initial OXPN concentrations as an experi-
mental variable during the loading processes are an essential
factor for determining the maximum capacities of N.Ph and CF/
N.Ph carriers and their equilibrium properties. Experimentally,
the quantities of the encapsulated OXPN into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph
increase strongly in the existence of high OXPN initial concen-
trations (Fig. 4C). The presence of OXPN at high concentrations
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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within a certain volume strongly accelerates the diffusion and
mobility properties of its ions, and their driving forces increase
collision chances as well as chemical interactions between the
active sites of the N.Ph and CF/N.Ph solid particles and dis-
solved drug molecules.39,40 This, in turn, induces the OXPN
encapsulation efficiencies of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph until certain
concentrations (500 mg L−1 (N.Ph) and 600 mg L−1 (CF/N.Ph))
(Fig. 4C). Aer testing these concentrations, any increase in
the evaluated OXPN concentration exhibits neglected inuence
on the determined quantities of the encapsulated OXPN, which
normally denote the equilibrium loading states of N.Ph and CF/
N.Ph as potential carriers (Fig. 4C). Consequently, both N.Ph
and CF/N.Ph attend their maximum OXPN encapsulation
capacities (76 mg g−1 (N.Ph) and 308.5 mg g−1 (CF/N.Ph)). The
signicantly higher OXPN encapsulation capacity of CF/N.Ph
than N.Ph was assigned to the following parameters: (1) re-
ported enhancement in the surface area aer the cellulose
functionalization step, (2) organophilic properties of the CF/
N.Ph compared to hydrophilic phillipsite, which induces its
affinity to the dissolved organic molecules of OXPN, and (3)
a remarkable increase in the quantities of the present and
effective encapsulation sites aer the integration of the cellu-
lose chains.

3.2.2. Encapsulation mechanism
3.2.2.1. Kinetic properties
3.2.2.1.1. Intra-particle diffusion behavior. The encapsula-

tion reactions of OXPN into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph exhibit intra-
particle diffusion curves of segmental properties and show
three noticeable stages without intersections with the original
Fig. 5 Fitting of the OXPN encapsulation processes by N.Ph and CF/N.Ph
diffusion model (A), pseudo-first order and pseudo-second order kineti
models (D) and (E), and monolayer advanced isotherm energy with one

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
points of the curves (Fig. 5A). This demonstrates the encapsu-
lation of the OXPN by co-operated processes in addition to the
signicant effect of the diffusion mechanisms of the drug ions
in the direction of the active receptors of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph.40,41

This might involve (A) loading by active sight throughout the
external surface (border), (B) intra-particle diffusion, and (C) the
effect of the saturation or equilibrium stage.42 The existence of
the rst stage signies the operation of the external encapsu-
lation processes during the initiation of the tests, and the effi-
ciency of the encapsulation reactions during this stage is
controlled by the quantities of the surcial active receptors
(Fig. 5A).43 By expanding the encapsulation duration, a new
stage was detected, which signies the operation of other
mechanisms involving the effect of the OXPN diffusion
processes and the layered encapsulation processes (Fig. 5A).35,42

Finally, the third stage is detected as the dominant stage during
the OXPN encapsulation equilibrium states of N.Ph and CF/
N.Ph. This validates the occupation or consumption of the
effective binding sites with the encapsulated OXPN molecules
(Fig. 5A).4,40 The encapsulation reactions during this stage are
controlled by different mechanisms that might involve molec-
ular interaction and/or the interionic attraction processes.39

3.2.2.1.2. Kinetic modeling. The kinetic properties of the
OXPN encapsulation process into N.Ph (Fig. 5B) and CF/N.Ph
(Fig. 5C) were illustrated based on the kinetic assumptions of
both the pseudo-rst order model (P.F) (eqn (4)) and the
pseudo-second order (P.S) (eqn (5)) model. The agreement
between the encapsulation processes and the kinetic models
was assessed based on the non-linear tting with their
with the different kinetic and isothermmodels, including intra-particle
c models (B) and (C), Langmuir, Freundlich, and D–R classic isotherm
energy site (F).
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equations considering both the correlation coefficient (R2) and
Chi-squared (c2) as the essential indicators of the tting degree
(Table 1 and Fig. 5B (N.Ph), and C (CF/N.Ph)).

Qt = Qe(1 − e−k1$t), (4)
Table 1 The fitting parameters of the evaluated kinetic models, classic
models

Model Parameters

Kinetic models
Pseudo-rst-order K1 (min−1)

Qe(Cal) (mg g−1)
R2

X2

Pseudo-second-order k2 (g mg−1 min−1

Qe(Cal) (mg g−1)
R2

X2

Isotherm models
Langmuir Qmax (mg g−1)

b (L mg−1)
R2

X2

RL
Freundlich 1/n

kF (mg g−1)
R2

X2

D–R model b (mol2 kJ−2)
Qm (mg g−1)
R2

X2

E (kJ mol−1)
Monolayer model of one energy n

NM (mg g−1)
Q(sat) (mg g−1)
DE (kJ mol−1)

Thermodynamics
DG0 (kJ mol−1) 293.13

303.13
313.13
323.13

DH0 (kJ mol−1)
DS0 (J K−1 mol−1)

Release kinetics

Models

Determination coefficient

Phillipsite

Acetate buffer
(pH 5.5)

Phospha
(pH 7.4)

Zero-order 0.89 0.89
First order 0.98 0.97
Higuchi 0.99 0.98
Hixson–Crowell 0.95 0.96
Korsmeyer–peppas 0.99 0.96
n 0.87 0.53

16334 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341
Qt ¼ Qe
2k2t

1þQek2t
: (5)

The detected values of R2 and c2 indicate higher tting of the
OXPN encapsulation processes into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph with the
isotherm, advanced isotherm, Van’t Hof formula, and release kinetic

N.Ph CF/N.Ph

0.154 0.254
41.4 162.8
0.94 0.95
0.85 2.33

) 0.002 0.0011
58.1 205.4
0.92 0.91
0.94 3.8

79.6 311.15
3.2 × 10−7 1.99 × 10−7

0.98 0.98
0.86 0.10
0.99 0.99
0.49 0.69
83.07 325.34
0.97 0.99
1.76 0.087
0.0085 0.01288
79.9 321.85
0.98 0.99
0.29 0.102
7.65 6.23
2.85 3.11
27.94 100.01
79.6 311.03
−8.42 −7.85

−10.64 −18.20
−10.73 −18.96
−10.76 −19.73
−10.86 −20.52
−8.7 −4.45
6.61 11.68

b-CD/Ph

te buffer Acetate buffer
(pH 5.5)

Phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4)

0.86 0.94
0.93 0.98
0.97 0.99
0.98 0.97
0.98 0.98
0.53 0.57

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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kinetic properties of the P.F model than the evaluated P.S
model. These tting results were also conrmed based on the
notable agreement between the previously detected experi-
mental equilibrium capacities (Qe(exp) = 37 mg g−1 (N.Ph) and
154.3 mg g−1 (CF/N.Ph)) and theoretically obtained values as
a mathematical parameter of the P.F model (Qe(theo) = 41.4 mg
g−1 (N.Ph) and 162.8 mg g−1 (CF/N.Ph)) (Table 1). According to
the kinetic properties of the P.F model, the encapsulation of
OXPN into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph occurred mainly by physical
mechanisms that might involve strong effects of van der Waals
forces and electrostatic attractions.44,45 However, the OXPN
encapsulation processes highly tted with the P.F model
compared to the P.S model, and the occurred processes still
show considerable agreement with the kinetic behavior of the
P.S model. Therefore, it was expected that there would be
a minor impact or assistant effect for some weak chemical
processes during the OXPN encapsulation processes into N.Ph
and CF/N.Ph, such as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic inter-
actions, electron sharing, and chemical complexes.40,44 The
cooperation of both physical and chemical mechanisms
involves the formation of a chemically encapsulated layer of the
drug, followed by the formation of a physically encapsulated
layer using the rst layer as the substrate.46

3.2.2.2. Equilibrium properties
3.2.2.2.1. Classic isotherm models. The equilibrium proper-

ties of the OXPN encapsulation processes into N.Ph and CF/
N.Ph were illustrated based on the isotherm assumptions of
the Langmuir model (eqn (6)), Freundlich model (eqn (7)), and
Dubinin–Radushkevich (D–R) model (eqn (8)). The agreement
between the encapsulation processes and the isotherm models
were assessed based on the non-linear tting with their equa-
tions considering both the correlation coefficient (R2) and Chi-
squared (c2) as the essential indicators of the tting degree
(Table 1 and Fig. 5D (N.Ph), and E (CF/N.Ph)).

Qe ¼ QmaxbCe

ð1þ bCeÞ (6)

Qe = KfCe
1/n (7)

Qe=Qme
−b32 (8)

The detected values of R2 and c2 indicate higher tting of the
OXPN encapsulation processes into N.Ph with the equilibrium
properties of the Langmuir model than the Freundlich model.
This agreement with the Langmuir isotherm suggests the
encapsulation of OXPN homogeneously into the N.Ph particles
and in monolayer form.44,45 Moreover, the estimated RL
parameter of the OXPN encapsulation reaction exhibits a value
less than unity, which is normally an indicator of the favorable
properties of the reactions that occur.4,43 Regarding the
synthetic CF/N.Ph composite, the functionalization of phil-
lipsite with cellulose resulted in a considerable impact on its
equilibrium properties as a potential carrier of OXPN. The
OXPN encapsulation processes into CF/N.Ph exhibit slightly
higher agreement with the isotherm assumption of the
Freundlich equation than the Langmuir equation. Therefore,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the encapsulation reaction might occur heterogeneously in
multilayer forms.35 As an estimated parameter from the Lang-
muir isotherm study, the expected maximum OXPN encapsu-
lation capacities (Qe max) of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph are 79.6 mg g−1

and 311.15 mg g−1, respectively.
The D–Rmodel as an equilibriummodel is highly effective in

elucidating the energetic heterogeneity of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph
during the OXPN encapsulation processes regardless of the
types of the surface either homogenous or heterogeneous.47 The
Gaussian energy (E) obtained as a mathematical parameter of
the D–R model indicates the nature of the OXPN encapsulation
mechanisms (chemical or physical). Encapsulation processes,
which display E value <8 kJ mol−1, from 8 to 16 kJ mol−1 and
>16 kJ mol−1, suggest the operation of strong physical, weak
chemical or complex physical/chemical, and strong chemical
encapsulation mechanisms.4,47 The values of the E parameter
estimated for N.Ph (7.65 kJ mol−1) and CF/N.Ph (6.23 kJ mol−1)
are within the reported range of physical mechanisms but also
within the signied range of zeolitic ion exchange mechanisms
(0.6–25 kJ mol−1), matching the theoretical ndings of the
kinetic studies (Table 1).

3.2.2.2.2. Advanced isotherm models. The assumptions of the
advanced isotherm models according to the mathematical and
physical basics of statistical physics theory strongly signify the
encapsulation mechanism in terms of the surcial properties
of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph in addition to their interactive interface
with the OXPN molecules. Here, a monolayer isotherm model
with one energy site (eqn (9)) was applied to describe the
equilibrium properties of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph as potential
carriers of OXPN based on its related steric and energetic
parameters (Fig. 5F and Table 1).

Q ¼ nNo ¼ nNM

1þ
�
C1=2

Ce

�n ¼ Qo

1þ
�
C1=2

Ce

�n (9)

The steric parameters (active OXPN encapsulation sites
density of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph (NM(OXPN)), number of encapsu-
lated OXPN per one active site (n(OXPN)), and encapsulation
capacities of OXPN at the saturation states of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph
(Qsat(OXPN))) and energetic parameter (OXPN encapsulation
energy) are presented in Table 1. Based on the steric parame-
ters, the functionalization of phillipsite with cellulose resulted
in a notable enhancement in the qualication of the CF/N.Ph
composite as a potential carrier of OXPN compared to
raw N.Ph. The quantities of the effective free active site during
the OXPN encapsulation increased strongly aer the integration
of cellulose (NM(OXPN) = 27.94 mg g−1 (N.Ph) and 100 mg g−1

(CF/N.Ph)), which might be related to the integrated new active
functional groups of cellulose or the increase in the interaction
interface with the notable increase in the surface area (Table 1).
The signicant increase in the values of NM (OXPN) of CF/N.Ph
strongly induced its loading capacity at the saturation states
of its incorporated particles to be 311 mg g−1 compared to
79.65 mg g−1 for N.Ph. The detected numbers of the encapsu-
lated OXPN ion in each free site of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph (n(OXPN) =
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341 | 16335
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2.85 (N.Ph) and 3.11 (CF/N.Ph)) is >1, suggesting the vertical
orientation of the loaded ions and their encapsulation by multi-
molecular mechanisms (Table 1).48,49 Moreover, these n (OXPN)
values validate the efficiency of CF/N.Ph to capture about 4
OXPN molecules per site, which is higher than N.Ph, in which
each site can be loaded with 3 OXPN molecules.

The energies of the OXPN encapsulation processes (DE)
into N.Ph and CF/N.Ph were determined based on eqn (10) by
considering OXPN rest concentration at the half saturations
of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph (C1/2) as well as the absolute solubility of
OXPN (Table 1):

DE ¼ �RT ln

0
BBB@

S

C1

2

1
CCCA: (10)

The estimated values of DE during the OXPN processes
using N.Ph and CF/N.Ph are 8.42 kJ mol−1 and 7.85 kJ mol−1,
respectively. These energetic values signicantly match the
previously reported suggestion based on kinetic and classic
isotherm studies about the essential mechanistic impact of
physical processes and weak chemical reactions, as the DE
values are #40 kJ mol−1.48 The effective mechanistic processes
might involve van der Waals forces (DE = 4 to 10 kJ mol−1),
dipole bonding forces (DE = 2 to 29 kJ mol−1), and hydrogen
bonding (DE < 30 kJ mol−1).26,50

3.2.2.3. Thermodynamic properties. The thermodynamic
properties of the OXPN encapsulation reactions by N.Ph and
CF/N.Ph were evaluated by considering the temperature range
from 20 °C to 50 °C at adjusted values of the other affecting
variables [duration: 24 h; dosage: 20 mg; concentration:
800 mg L−1; pH: 9; and volume: 50 mL]. The thermodynamic
properties involved essential functions, such as Gibbs free
energy (DG0) (eqn (12)), in addition to the entropy (DS0) and
enthalpy (DH0) of the reactions, which were determined as
parameters from the linear regression tting using Van’t Hof
equation (eqn (12)) (Fig. 6):51
Fig. 6 Fitting of the OXPN encapsulation results with Van’t Hof ther-
modynamic equation.
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lnðKcÞ ¼ DS0

R
� DH0

RT
; (11)

DG0 = −RT lnKc (12)

The detection of DG0 and DH0 with negatively signed values
reveals the spontaneous, exothermic, and favorable behaviors
of the OXPN encapsulation reactions either by N.Ph or CF/N.Ph
(Table 1). Moreover, the positively signed DS0 values obtained
using both N.Ph and CF/N.Ph resulted in an increase in the
randomness of the occurred OXPN encapsulation reactions in
terms of the tested temperature.
3.3. In vitro release proles

The OXPN release properties from the structures of N.Ph and
CF/N.Ph was assessed based on the determined diffused
percentages of the drug molecules within the two buffers
(phosphate (pH 7.4) and acetate (pH 5.5)) used to simulate the
environment and conditions of the tumor cells (Fig. 7). The
measured OXPN diffused percentages from both N.Ph and CF/
N.Ph with the two studied buffers demonstrated observable
changes in the recognized rates with a signicant increase in
the assessed release duration (Fig. 7A and B). The OXPN release
rates from N.Ph and CF/N.Ph exhibit fast properties that are
associated with remarkable changes in the released quantities
of OXPN. Aer certain release intervals, the actual OXPN
diffusion rates weakened notably, and no considerable increase
in released qualities could be detected and nally appeared to
be xed at the end of the tests. The rapid OXPN diffusion rates
during the beginning release intervals were attributed to the
fast desorption of the molecules of the drug immediately from
the adsorption sites of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph.52,53 Aer the complete
desorption of the weakly bonded and surcial loaded OXPN
molecules, the release properties became controlled by the
diffusion of the strongly bonded molecules in chemically
complexed forms, in addition to the trapped OXPN ions within
the structural pores of the phillipsite, which adversely affected
the determined diffusion rates.7,51 Furthermore, the observed
OXPN release proles of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph reected a signi-
cant accelerating impact of the acidic conditions (pH 5.5
(acetate buffer)) on the release process compared to the basic
conditions (pH 7.4 (phosphate buffer)). The faster OXPN release
properties at pH 5.5 than at pH 7.4 was attributed to the notable
enhancement in the drug's mobility, solubility, and diffusion
properties with the decrease in the pH.15

The experimental OXPN release proles of N.Ph either at the
phosphate buffer or the acetate buffer extended to about 180 h
without any experimental detection of the complete release
states (100% release percentage) (Fig. 7A and B). About 50% of
the encapsulated quantity of OXPN was diffused from the
structure of N.Ph aer 60 h and 45 h at pH 5.5 and pH 7.4,
respectively. The maximum OXPN release percentages in the
phosphate buffer and the acetate buffer aer 180 h are 76.8%
and 82%, respectively. Regarding the proles of CF/N.Ph, it
shows notably faster release properties than N.Ph (Fig. 7A and B).
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 The OXPN release profiles of N.Ph (A) and C/N.Ph (B) at acetate buffer (pH 5.5) and phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).
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About 50% of the encapsulated quantity of OXPN was diffused
from the structure of CF/N.Ph aer 45 h and 22 h at pH 5.5 and
pH 7.4, respectively. However, complete diffusion in the acetate
buffer was detected aer about 150 h, and the maximum diffu-
sion in the phosphate buffer aer 180 h was 98%. The higher
OXPN release properties of CF/N.Ph than N.Ph strongly signify
the remarkable impact of the integrated cellulose structure on
the properties of phillipsite as a natural zeolite (Fig. 7A and B).
The common formation of chemical complexes between the
active functional groups of OXPN and the reactive chemical
structure of the zeolite, in addition to the expected trapping of
the drug ions within the structural nanopores of phillipsite,
exhibits a strong adverse effect on the efficiency of the diffusion
or desorption reactions of the encapsulated ions.17,54 Therefore,
the functionalization process of phillipsite with cellulose
provides considerable barriers between the drug and the reactive
groups of zeolite, reducing the quantities of the formed
complexes and the quantities of trapped ions.17,52,54 Moreover,
the integrated cellulose bers provided additional free sites for
surcial loading processes that prompted the release properties.
The slow and controlled delivery of OXPN as anticancer chemo-
therapy is recommended in specic cases that require long-term
interaction and exposure between the drug ions and the tumor
cells.6,7 Additionally, very fast and abrupt delivery processes are
recommended in some cases that require certain therapeutic
dosages within short intervals. Therefore, the synthetic CF/N.Ph
as a potential carrier of OXPN can provide a favorable delivery
system that exhibits controlled encapsulation and release
properties.
3.4. Release kinetic studies

The kinetic studies of the OXPN release processes from N.Ph
and CF/N.Ph were performed as an indication of the controlled
mechanistic processes. Modeling of the release reactions
according to zero-order (Z-O) (eqn (13)), rst-order (F-O) (eqn
(14)), Higuchi (H–G) (eqn (15)), Hixson–Crowell (H–C) (eqn
(16)), and Korsmeyer–Peppas (K–P) (eqn (17)) release kinetic
models was used to illustrate the mechanisms based on the
linear regression tting degrees with these models:7
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Wt − W0 = K0$t, (13)

ln(WN/Wt) = K1$t, (14)

Wt = Kht
1/2, (15)

W0
1/3 − Wt

1/3 = KHCt, (16)

Wt/WN = Kpt
n. (17)

The zero-order kinetics properties validate the occurrence of
the release reactions at constant rates without considerable
impacts of the dosages of the loaded OXPN drug on the release
efficiencies of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph.17 Regarding the F–O release
kinetics, the OXPN encapsulated dosages into N.Ph and CF/
N.Ph strongly affect the release efficiencies.1 The mechanistic
assumption of Higuchi kinetics (H–G) donates the dominant
impact of the diffusion mechanisms during the release
processes.1,55 The diffusion mechanisms based on Higuchi
kinetics occurred at a xed rate lower than the encapsulated
OXPN quantities. Moreover, the used carriers must exhibit sink
properties, and their swelling and solubility display a neglected
impact on the release behaviors.17 The mechanistic assumption
of the Hixson–Crowell model (H–C) involves erosion reactions
rather than diffusion with signicant inuence on the surface
area and diameter of the tested particles of the carriers.17,56

Regarding the mechanistic assumption of Korsmeyer–Peppas
kinetics, the release processes involve the cooperation of
diffusion and erosion reactions.1,57

Based on the determination coefficients (R2), the occurred
OXPN release reactions of N.Ph and CF/N.Ph follow the prop-
erties of the F–O (Fig. 8C, D and Table 1) model rather than the
Z–O model (Fig. 8A, B and Table 1), reecting the strong inu-
ence of the encapsulated OXPN dosages on the release perfor-
mances. The release reactions show excellent agreement with
both Higuchi (H–G) (Fig. 8E, F and Table 1) and Hixson–Crowell
(H–C) models (Fig. 8G, H and Table 1). These kinetic assess-
ment results suggest the cooperation of diffusion and erosion
processes during the OXPN release reactions. This mechanistic
suggestion was supported by the recognized signicant tting
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341 | 16337



Fig. 8 Fitting of the OXPN release results with the zero-order model (A) and (B), first-order model (C) and (D), Higuchi model (E) and (F), Hixson–
Crowell model (G) and (H), and Korsmeyer–Peppas model (I).
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degrees of the Korsmeyer–Peppas and the estimated values of
diffusion exponent (n) as a tting parameter (Fig. 8I and Table
1). The values of the diffusion exponent (n) are higher than 0.45,
validating the non-Fickian transport properties of the release
reactions of the N.Ph and CF/N.Ph delivery systems.37
3.5. Cytotoxicity properties

The cytotoxic effect of the free CF/N.Ph particles on normal
colorectal broblast cells (CCD-18Co) was evaluated as an
essential factor for assessing the biocompatibility and safety
value of the studied cancer on normal and non-infected cells.
The cytotoxicity of free CF/N.Ph particles, as well as their OXPN-
loaded products, was evaluated against the target human
colorectal cancer cell (HCT-116) to determine its value as an
anticancer agent and as a carrier of enhanced impact on the
therapeutic effect of the loaded OXPN drug. Regarding the
cytotoxic effect of free CF/N.Ph particles on the CCD-18Co
normal cells, the composite particles displayed high biocom-
patible and safe properties on the normal cell lines within the
16338 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 16327–16341
evaluated experimental range of the applied dosages (20 to 120
mg L−1). The measured cell viability percentage during the
treatment of the CCD-18Co normal cells with the highest tested
dosage of the free CF/N.Ph particles (120 mg L−1) is 81.7%.
Regarding the cytotoxic impacts of the free CF/N.Ph particles on
the infected HCT-116 cells, the synthetic composite as free
particles displayed considerable cytotoxicity against the tumor
cells, especially at the applied dosages higher than 50 mg mL−1

(Fig. 9A). The measured cell viability percentage, inhibitory
percentage, and IC-50 value in the presence of 500 mg mL−1 of
free CF/N.Ph particles are 46.91%, 53.09%, and 176.4 mg mL−1,
respectively (Fig. 9A). Such cytotoxic results validate the prom-
ising biological activity of CF/N.Ph and its considerable oxida-
tion impact on colorectal cancer cells. Regarding the
cytotoxicity properties of OXPN encapsulated on HCT-116
cancer cells, the application of the same dosage of the free
particles (500 mg mL−1) resulted in a 3.14% cell viability
percentage, 96.86% inhibitory percentage, and 57.23 mg mL−1

as IC-50 (Fig. 9B). Such cytotoxic results demonstrate the
remarkable enhancement impact of the used CF/N.Ph carrier
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 9 The cytotoxicity effect of free CF/N.Ph (A) and OXPN encap-
sulated CF/N.Ph (B) on colorectal cancer cell (HCT-116).
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on the cytotoxic effects, and the therapeutic impact of the
loaded OXPN drug as common chemotherapy in addition to its
previously determined controlling effects on the loading and
release behaviors.
4 Conclusion

Phillipsite was hybridized with cellulose to form an innovative
structure (CF/N.Ph), which was characterized as a potential
multifunctional carrier of oxaliplatin (OXPN) chemotherapy.
CF/N.Ph exhibited enhanced OXPN encapsulation properties
(311.03 mg g−1) than N.Ph (79.6 mg g−1). This was attributed to
the enhancement in organic affinity, surface area, and active
site density (100.01 mg g−1 (CF/N.Ph) and 27.94 mg g−1 (N.Ph)).
The loading process into CF/N.Ph involved the encapsulation of
4 OXPN molecules per site. The encapsulation process was
controlled by physical mechanisms, such as electrostatic
attraction and van der Waals forces, according to the energy of
the reaction (<40 kJ mol−1). The release prole of CF/N.Ph
shows slow and controlled properties for more than 150 h.
This occurred according to complex erosion/diffusion mecha-
nisms based on the release kinetics and diffusion exponent
(>0.45). The cell viability of HCT-116 cancer cells aer treatment
with free CF/N.Ph (46.91%) and OXPN-loaded product (3.14%)
demonstrates strong inhibition effects on the cancer cells.
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